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Mathematical models of infectious diseases facilitate the understanding of infectious disease transmission, and
therefore help to plan a reasonable and effective vaccination program. Influenza is the most common infectious
disease, and its epidemics give thc severe influence to society. In the present study, we examined how
demographics and the flow of people affect on the dynamics of influenza spread. We constructed a network model
based on the actual demography and the train routes in Osaka prefecture. The concept of SIR
(susceptible-infected-recovered) model and stochastic disease transmission are incorporated for intraregional and
interregional transmission in the network, respectively. Further, we extended the model by using SEIR
(susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered) model in order to investigate the effect of the presence of infected without
symptom and to explain the actual dynamics of disease spread. Computer simulations showed the pattems
reminiscent of the report of the number of infected people released from Infectious Disease Surveillance Center.
Our results demonstrated that considcration of social network structure and the presence of infected without symptom
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